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Temple of Tears An adventure for four 2nd level characters, by Uri Kurlianchik



‘He who seeks vengeance must dig two graves: one for his enemy and one for himself.’ ‘The Temple of Tears’ is an event-based investigation adventure suitable for a group of four 2nd level characters. It works best if the group includes at least one scholar to advise on occult and investigation matters, and the stealth abilities of the thief may prove extremely helpful in this adventure. However, these are not vital and ‘Temple of Tears’ can be played with any set of characters, provided that they are willing to use their brains and diplomatic skills while leaving their blades safely sheathed until they are truly needed. This adventure takes place before the events in Drums of Tombalku. The village of Ansuz has nothing to do with that story, but the demon lord Ollam-Onga is alive and well (for certain values of ‘alive’ and ‘well’) during this adventure. If you wish to set the Temple of Tears after Drums of Tombalku, then you will need to replace Ollam-Onga with a different demon lord.



Characters can be of any race or class. Ironically, it is Nordheimir characters (especially Vanheimir) that may have social problems in Ansuz due to the many blood feuds and grudges between the various tribes. However, due to the village’s desperate situation, its people will tolerate even Vanheimir as long as they seem genuinely interested in catching the murderers.



The killer employs two distinctive styles of killing – some of the corpses were torn to ribbons by the claws of some mighty beast while others were killed by a single, well placed strike of a ﬁne northern blade. The reason is that there are two murderers – the ﬁrst is a young vampire girl called Gerda Isa and the other is the village’s insane and treacherous priest, Ve Olthun.



Adventure Synopsis



Their identities and motives are discovered through examination of the bodies and the crime scenes, questioning key-ﬁgures in the village, gathering rumors (some of which are false and misleading), and exploration of the area (following footsteps left in the snow, speaking with local hunters and trappers, and so on…)



Ansuz is a small and not overly friendly Aesir village populated by fearless barbarians who perform daring raids on the civilized lands every summer. Yet, all is not well in Ansuz; for the last few weeks someone has been murdering its dignitaries and bravest warriors; someone as quiet as a shadow, as quick as a lightning and as remorseless as death. Four of the ﬁve victims are relatives of the village’s jarl, Hilgvar Olthun, the other is seemingly unrelated. The people of Ansuz are mighty warriors who fear neither the Cimmerian barbarians nor the Vanir raiders of this savage land, but before this faceless, nameless terror they are powerless. No matter how the PCs are drawn into the story, they will have to investigate the grisly murders in order to discover the surprising villain behind these heinous crimes.



About a decade ago, the Olthun family slaughtered the entire Isa family for refusing to join its warband. The sole survivor of this massacre was the then-six-year old Gerda, who hid in an abandoned temple south of the village and prayed for the gods to help her to avenge her family. Gerda’s tears and anguish reached across the borders between worlds and drew the attention of the demon
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lord Ollam-Onga. Gerda’s pleas for the power of vengeance were answered – the demon preserved her life so long as she sheds the blood of others in his name. After almost a decade of mastering her newfound abilities Gerda was ready to start her eyefor-an-eye campaign of terrible retribution against those who butchered her family. She still lives in the old temple together with a host of mindless risen dead given to her by her new master. Ve successfully investigated the crimes and came to the following conclusion – if a simple, untrained girl was able to gain such a prize from the bestial god then he, a trained and dedicated priest, could become very powerful indeed. So far, all his attempts to attract the evil god’s attention have failed; perhaps the deaths of these do-gooding investigators will do the trick? They have been snifﬁng around for far too long anyway…



Introduction There are many ways to draw the PCs into the adventure; they can be locals, maybe even Hilgvar’s kinsmen, seeking to avenge their brethren’s death (this hook works best if this is the PCs’ ﬁrst adventure), they can be mercenaries hired by Hilgvar to ﬁnd and slay this mysterious enemy while defending the Olthun family or they can simply be travelers stuck in the village because of the poor weather and suddenly ﬁnd themselves the targets of an insane but cunning assassin. In any case, the adventure should begin in the village’s Great Hall.



Read or paraphrase the following if the PCs are locals:



Read or paraphrase the following if the PCs are strangers:



The great hall of Ansuz is the centre of your home village, adorned with the trophies of countless raids against the civilized nations of the south. In its centre, by a roaring hearth where a freshly slain boar is sizzling over exposed fire, sits a muscular giant of a man whose golden mane is partially hidden under a rough iron crown. He wears unprocessed bear and wolf hides, and massive steel sword of supreme workmanship hangs from his thick leather belt. This is your jarl, Hilgvar Olthun.



The great hall of Ansuz is a crude and savage-looking wooden building adorned with the gruesome trophies of countless raids against the civilized nations of the south. In its centre, by a roaring hearth where a freshly slain boar is sizzling over exposed fire sits a muscular giant of a man whose golden mane is partially hidden under a rough iron crown. He wears unprocessed bear and wolf hides, and massive steel sword of supreme workmanship hangs from his thick leather belt.



‘I’ve heard that you are wise beyond your years, young warriors,’ Hilgvar says in a booming and careless voice, characteristic of men of great authority and courage, ‘I say it is time to test the sharpness of your minds against that of the craven assassin who slays our warriors in their sleep, cowardly and dishonorably. Find him for Ansuz’s sake and you might begin to earn your place among the heroes of our noble tribe. Do not fail me, my sons.’



‘Welcome to Ansuz, strangers,’ he speaks in a booming and careless voice characteristic of men of great authority and courage, ‘I am Hilgvar Olthun, king and master of this land! My people are brave warriors willing to face any man or beast in open combat! But recently a craven assassin has taken to slaying our greatest men with cowardly and backhanded means. Perhaps your southern wit and arts will help you to find him so that we could slay this traitor as the rules of honor demand! Will you help us? I swear before Ymir the frost giant to shower enough gold and jewels upon you to make your time and risk worthwhile. So, what do you say, southerners?’
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If the PCs agree to help the troubled jarl, he will gladly answer any questions they may have regarding the killings and supply them with any equipment necessary for the completion of their quest. Greedy PCs should beware however, for the chieftain is not stupid and quick to draw his thirsty blade if he thinks he is being used. Likely questions and answers include the following: When did the killings start? About a week ago, when we found my cousin Uli’s corpse in the snow. At ﬁrst we thought it was some rabid beast, but the cuts were too narrow and straight for a beast and there were no tracks. Animals always leave tracks. How many men did the assassin slay? Four men and one girl. The men were all my kinsfolk, named Uli, Wulf, Tyr and Vali. Brave and experienced warriors each and every one! All had their corpses torn and mutilated. The woman was Nanna of the Unferg, a good and honest seamstress we will all miss. How did he slay his victims? My kin were all torn apart by something of great strength and ferocity. The woman was stabbed through the heart with a dagger or a knife. Maybe he didn’t have the heart to ruin her lovely body. Were there any witnesses to these attacks? Old Wulfhere claims that he saw a silver wolf disappearing into the woods after Tyr was killed, but he is very old and his mind is as feeble as his eyesight is weak. Still, you can question him further if you wish. I warn you though, he is quite mad.



Does your family have any enemies or rivals? None alive! We Olthun are a warlike clan! We kill our enemies and take their gold! No one dares to challenge us! No one! Did anything remarkable happen in Ansuz prior to the killings? Nothing that I can think of, the weather is foul this time of winter, so we mostly stay in our homes and prepare for the summer expedition. Who is the one who led the investigation until now? Our priest Ve. He is my elder brother but he renounced our iron crown to become a priest of Ymir the frost giant after seeing the frost giant’s daughter as he lay mortally wounded in the snow. He is wise and knowledgeable but has no experience ﬁghting cowardly murderers. What do you think has happened? I think there is a werewolf in our midst, but I know little of these witching matters – best consult with my priest brother Ve, he lives in an igloo in the woods to better please his master Ymir.



The Village of Ansuz: Home of the Brave Ansuz is a small and fairly isolated Aesir village that lives off ﬁshing in the nearby Voder River, hunting and berry-picking in the lush forests of the area and plundering wealthy southern coastal villages during the summer. Its 400 or so families are ruled by the respectable and feared Olthun clan that rose to power after ﬁercely eliminating all opposition within and without the village and gaining great wealth in a series of daring lightning raids against the southern nations. Except for the stone-and-iron smithy, all homes in the village are made from massive logs lined with furs



and hide to keep the warmth inside. Since visitors are a very rare occurrence and no denizen of Ansuz will dare to steal from his brethren, all doors (unless otherwise stated) are solid but don’t have any locks or bars. Because of the harsh weather and the rarity of glass, Ansuz homes don’t have windows. Areas 3-6 lack read-aloud text because they are all simple, unremarkable wooden houses that differ only by the runes carved on their doors (the family symbol.) 1. The Great Hall The great hall of Ansuz is a rather modest wooden longhouse only slightly larger than the average village home. The ﬂoor is covered with the uncouth furs of bears, wolves and more exotic animals slain by the Olthun warriors in past hunting expeditions. In a fearsome expression of barbaric pride, the walls are lined with dozens of trophies, some of whom are still covered in the dried blood of their previous owners. A crude wooden throne stands by the roaring hearth, decorated only with the symbol of the Olthun clan – the red bear. The Great Hall is where the warriors of Ansuz hold war council and make important decisions that are likely to affect the entire village. Most of the time, however, it is simply a place to drink, boast, wrestle and generally socialize. Drunken and merry warriors sit around the hearth telling tales of heroism. This is the perfect place to Gather Information (+2 circumstance bonus on all social rolls) since the revelers are more likely to be honest and friendly due to their intoxicated state.
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The Centre of the Village of Ansuz
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However, since Aesir are quick to anger and their hot blood is warmed even further by ale and savage company, the PCs should be wary of getting into brawls that can quickly deteriorate into bloody ﬁghts to the death. Every time a PC fails in any social roll by 5 or more points, someone takes offence at the PC’s actions and his attitude becomes hostile. Fortunately, Aesir are as quick to forgive as they are to anger and, unless any serious harm was done to one’s body, family or honor, the ‘offended’ person will not hold a grudge after the conﬂict is resolved. During the day there are 2-20 Aesir warriors and half as many servants. During the night the hall is usually empty except for a single thrall (usually an old male) who looks after the ﬁre. 2. The Blacksmith The Smithy is the only building in Ansuz made of metal and stone rather than wood. It is also the only house that has a massive gate with a powerful lock obviously designed to fend off potential thieves. The blacksmith is a huge, sullen-eyed Cimmerian named Cael [Craft (smith, weapons) +10]. Cael was exiled from his homeland for raping a young woman he fancied, which causes him to deeply hate his former countrymen. If any of the PCs are Cimmerian, Cael will not do any business with the group unless convinced that the Cimmerian PCs are exiles just like him, in which case his attitude will become helpful. Although extremely unfriendly, moody and rude, Cael is undoubtedly the best blacksmith Ansuz ever had, so his antisocial behavior and discourtesy go unpunished as long as he continues to supply the Olthun clan with excellent swords and mighty shields.



Cael doesn’t know anything that can help the PCs to solve the mystery plaguing Ansuz and will not help the PCs ﬁghting Gerda or Ve. He simply doesn’t care. However, Cael can create any weapon or armor and will do so for the standard price. 3. Average House The living homes of Ansuz are built from sturdy logs held together by thick ropes and dozens of mismatched rusty nails. Most homes have a large ﬁreplace in the middle, above which there is a small opening to let the acrid smoke out. These houses greatly vary in size, ranging from meager, single-room huts to great abodes where large extended families live, often with half a dozen pets and farm animals crammed inside for the winter. Like most Aesir, the people of Ansuz are hearty, open and bluntly honest. Unless the PCs have done something to stain their reputation in the village (such as openly visiting the abandoned Isa house or harming one of the locals) any person they approach will insist that they spend the evening in his home, drinking and sharing tales of exotic lands and high adventure. If the PCs refuse and wish to get ‘straight to business’ they must succeed on a DC 15 Diplomacy check or offend the person who invited them, changing his and his family’s attitude to Hostile until next morning. On the other hand, if the PCs accept the invitation they will receive their share of local gossip (see Rumor Table on page xx), a hearty meal and warm place to spend the night. 4. The Jarl’s Home Jarl Hilgvar Olthun lives in this home with his younger brother Eric, their wives, six sons and ﬁve daughters between them. The large living room



is in a constant state of joyful disarray with the younger children playing ‘Wolves and Reavers’, the older ﬁghting with toy swords and shields, scaring chickens and cats that run around wildly while the women and girls do their best to keep the house from falling apart. For this very reason, the chances of actually meeting the grim jarl here are very small; most of the time, he either patrols the town with a host of his strongest warriors or drinks with his friends in the Great Hall. However, if the PCs have nowhere to spend the night or long for some good home-cooking instead of their cold, dry and tasteless iron rations, this is the place where they are most likely to get both on a regular basis. Also, two of Hilgvar’s eldest sons, Grom and Hors, are aspiring warriors and will aid the PCs in exploring the abandoned temple with a DC 15 Diplomacy check. They bore easily, however, and cannot be trusted to do any monotonous or boring task. If they die, PCs will need good reasons or silver tongues to avoid becoming the subject of a blood feud. 5. Wulfhere’s Home Wulfhere Kaunan (CN venerable Nordhemir Barbarian 3) is an old and senile man who spends most of his time sitting by the hearth waited on by a young thrall girl given to him as a gift by Hilgvar seven years ago. Unmarried and brotherless, he is the sole reminder of his once-proud clan, now a dying shadow of the bold reaver he once was.
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The thrall girl takes good care of him (more out of fear of Hilgvar than love of Wulfhere) and his home is more clean and tidy than most homes in the village. There is nothing of value in Wulfhere’s meager hut, except for his dented breastplate and notched greatsword that hang on the wall, reminding him of his days of past glory. Clues: On the night when Tyr was murdered, Wulfhere was sitting on the porch staring longingly at the forest where he used to strangle savage boars with his bare hands many decades ago, when he was young and strong. For a second, he glimpsed the slim and pale ﬁgure of Gerda jumping on the unsuspecting Tyr and tearing out his throat before he even had a chance to scream. Gerda knew that he spotted her, but Wulfhere was not guilty of any crime against her so the thought of harming the old hero never entered her mind. However, in his failing wits, Wulfhere mixed the family names and symbols and now thinks that what he saw is a silver wolf (the Isa symbol) killing a red bear (the Olthun symbol.) He will gladly cooperate with the PCs but there is little else that can be gained from the old man. 6. Isa Home This is the home where the Isa family used to live before being slaughtered in a sudden attack by Olthun warriors more than a decade ago. Most adults know of this dark chapter in Ansuz history but none suspect it to be somehow related to the current slayings. The reason this good and sturdy home has remained uninhabited for so many years is because the superstitious people of Ansuz are sure that the house is haunted by vengeful ghosts that will bestow a terrible curse on any who dares to step into the bloody home. If it becomes known that the PCs



visited this home the locals will begin to shun them, resulting in the PCs needing to succeed on DC 15 Diplomacy check just to start a conversation. Clues: A silver wolf is unmistakably painted on the smashed door, clear and fresh despite the house’s abysmal condition. The reason for this is that Gerda has repainted it before embarking on her murderous quest. All adults in Ansuz know about the ‘Isa massacre’ (see Adventure Synopsis for more details) but will be reluctant to openly speak on the subject for fear of Hilgvar and his murderous kin. Intimidate or Diplomacy can loosen tongues – the DC is 20 for freemen and 25 for thralls, who are even more scared. Members of the Olthun clan will simply growl at the PCs and turn away angrily. 7. Thrall Barracks This miserable building is more reminiscent of a ﬁlthy and poorly constructed barn than a place ﬁt to house human beings. About two dozen thralls, unhappy slaves captured during the Aesir’s frequent raids, sleep here on frigid and rough ﬂoors. Unlike normal doors the entrance to the thrall barracks is barred from the outside rather than the inside – in Ansuz even goats have more freedom than the oppressed thralls. The most underprivileged of Ansuz’s slaves live in this rickety building in conditions that can only be described as subhuman – they have no furs or ﬁres to fend off the cold, are fed with rotten remains rejected by the pigs and goats and are regularly beaten by Olthun bullies ‘so as not to enjoy life too much.’ Most of the village’s inhabitants think that Olthun is overly cruel with his slaves but no one wishes to argue with the town’s feared jarl over the fate of thralls.
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Because there are far more slaves than the basically self-sufﬁcient village needs, Hilgvar will be more than happy to sell up to 20 slaves to the PCs for a lower-than-usual price. Kind-hearted PCs wishing to end the poor wretches’ underserved suffering may ﬁnd this ‘bargain’ hard to resist. Hilgvar’s initial price is 100 sp per head but haggling can lower it by 5 sp for every point above 15 scored on the Diplomacy check to a minimum of 50 sp. Because he is eager to get rid of the extra slaves, Hilgvar will not take offence at the haggling.



are stained where they have been often urinated upon. If the PCs enquire about what disaster caused an entire family to perish in one night they will be told about the ‘Isa massacre’ (see Adventure Synopsis for more details). Because no one wishes to anger the authoritative and extremely violent Olthun clan, the Diplomacy DC to make someone speak about the incident is 20 unless he or she is a member of the Olthun clan (in which case they will simply grudgingly stare at the PCs and tell them to mind their own business).



8. Graveyard The Ansuz graveyard reﬂects this people’s somber and fatalistic view on life. West of the village and along the river there are hundreds of wooden shields lying on the ground, some of them bearing the marks of countless bloody battles, others as good as new. On every shield there is a family symbol with a little sword scribbled under it and a date of death – nothing more.



9. Ve’s Igloo Ve’s home is little more than a large hemisphere of ice with an opening barely wide enough for a man to crawl through. Strange runes and mystical glyphs are carved all over the icy walls, freezing your hearts even more than the chilly wind.



The grim people of Ansuz view death not as a tragedy but something to boast with; the more ‘honorable dead’ a family has the more esteemed and respected it is. There are no names on the ‘death shields’ because what members of a family died is not important – only how many. The amount of death shields is far smaller than what might be expected from a village of this size because only men who died by the sword or women who died during childbirth or while protecting their children receive a death shield. All other dead are unceremoniously dumped into the river to feed the ﬁsh that will in turn feed their still living kin. Clues: There are 13 graves marked by a silver wolf and all bearing the same family symbol and exactly the same date. Many of them



Ve Olthun (see Dramatis Personae for more information on the demented priest) lives here alone. He rarely leaves his grotesque igloo, spending almost all of his time going over ancient texts recovered from Ollam-Onga’s temple and praying to the monstrous god to grant him, his loyal minion, the same powers he granted to that stupid child, Gerda. Ve leads a very ascetic lifestyle and his only valuable possessions are his weapons, armor and the scrolls he stole from Ollam-Onga’s temple (worth over 400 sp to the right buyer.) Ve keeps a gruesome golden statue of an ape he falsely believes to be an idol of OllamOnga by his bedroll. Despite the poor workmanship, the ﬁgure could be sold for 600 sp simply because it is made from low-grade gold. Clues: On the back of on the incomprehensible scrolls recovered from the sinister temple the following is written in a shaky and crooked handwriting:



I knew about you, O great Ollam-Onga but I thought the frost giant could grant me more. That is, until I saw the truth. A dying girl mumbled your names from between her bloody lips (ﬁnd out – how she knew?) she didn’t ask for life but for vengeance – a true Aesir! And you, for the asking of only a single puny girl made her wish come true! I shudder to think what will happen when thousands will worship you, O demonic master of lost Gazal! Why do you ignore me? Did I not sacriﬁce a young virgin to you as the scrolls say? Do you want more sacriﬁces? Don’t forsake me! 10. The Wilderness Ansuz rules over a harsh and unforgiving land, dominated by a dark and brooding forest and rugged snowcapped hills. The thick layer of snow covering the ground makes movement difﬁcult and unpleasant and quickly erodes any tracks. The PCs may choose to scan the forest around Ansuz in hopes of locating the ‘silver wolf ’ that attacked Tyr or trying to ﬁnd any useful tracks. This is not such a bad idea as Ollam-Onga’s forsaken temple lies only a few miles south of the village and the PCs have a rather good chance of stumbling on the ominous building simply by chance. However, the forests are teeming with ferocious beasts and more sinister abominations. For every hour the PCs spend roaming in the forest roll 1d6, on a result of 1 during days, or 1-2 during nights an encounter occurs.
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Daytime Encounters: 1d4 Encounter 1 2-6 Aesir Hunters 2 Bear 3 Boar 4 7-16 Wolves



jungles where unspeakable horrors performed terrible nocturnal rituals under strange stars.



Nighttime Encounters: 1d4 Encounter 1 1-4 Risen Dead* 2 Badger 3 Snow Leopard** 4 Wolves



This temple was erected many centuries ago by a maddened adventurer from a now-extinct tribe that inhabited the area now controlled by Ansuz. His degenerate followers gained great wealth and demonic power by performing the blasphemous rites of their diabolical god. However, neither their wealth nor the mystical power of their master helped when their Ymir-worshipping neighbours came en masse and slaughtered the corrupted tribe.



* These are Gerda’s servants; for every risen dead the PCs slay there will be one less guarding the Temple of Tears (Area 11). If you roll this encounter after the PCs have destroyed 6 risen dead no encounter occurs. ** Use stats for panthers. Clues: Risen dead are mindless and don’t act to hide their tracks in the snow. If the PCs are quick and lucky enough they can follow these shambling corpses’ footsteps all the way back to Gerda and her new ‘home’.



What nameless secrets or tainted treasure can this abomination hold? So out of place in the cold and desolate northlands…



For many centuries the temple lay forgotten, protected from the ravages of time and nature by the mystic idol of Ollam-Onga at its core, until the



bleeding Gerda crawled into the shrine, guided by Ollam-Onga’s dark inﬂuence and made her terrible pact with the gruesome idol. The rusty metal gates to the temple are not locked but opening them will emit a terrible screeching noise that will alert all inside to the PCs’ presence, unless oiled or carefully taken off its hinges. The shrine can be partially viewed through a crack on the wall, if any of the PCs peeks inside, read or paraphrase the following: The inside of the shrine far surpasses its outside both in horror and strangeness – artful but disturbing relief of eldritch cities occupied by inhuman things performing unholy rites cover the walls. Two people whose features are hidden by dark crimson robes and gore-colored capes prostrate themselves before some object or creature concealed by the gates.
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11. The Temple of Tears The thick forest ends abruptly and you stand before a blighted clearing where the snow is black and seems to crawl and slither under your feet with a will of its own. In the middle of this revolting clearing, a horrible structure of pure lunacy stands, a reminder of primordial madness now mostly extinct from the sane world. Its loathsome architecture is completely alien and its debased reliefs speak of dark and teeming antediluvian
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Clues: PCs who succeed on a DC 25 Knowledge (religion) check will recognize this as a shrine dedicated to Ollam-Onga, although they may be confused by its location so far away from the cult’s roots. PCs who succeed on a DC 25 Knowledge (local) check will know that this area was once ruled by a corrupted tribe that worshipped some alien god their chief brought from the far south before the Aesir came and put them to the sword. 11A. Shrine Two people whose features are hidden by dark crimson robes and gore-colored capes prostrate themselves before a large statue depicting a naked man whose mighty arms are folded on an alabaster breast. His features are classic, cleanly carven, with more than human beauty. But his eyes are two balls of luminous ﬁre, glowing with an appalling and eerie radiance from the eye sockets of that inanimate statue. Except for the praying men and the white idol the room is completely bare. There are two rusty iron doors on its eastern walls, located on both sides of the hauntingly beautiful statue. The ‘praying men’ are, in fact, not man at all, but two of the six risen dead guarding the temple. As soon as they become aware of the PCs they will rise and attack them, ﬁghting mindlessly until eliminated or ordered otherwise by Gerda. The idol is not a simple statue but a portion of Ollam-Onga’s dark will. It serves like a spiritual portal from the lost city of Gazal to the frigid plains of Nordheim. Should it be destroyed, the link will be severed, the glowing ﬁre in the eye sockets will gutter and die, and Gerda and her servants will become what they would have



been without Ollam-Onga’s unnatural intervention – simple corpses.



idol directly, she will attack them with the fury of a cornered panther and ﬁght to the death.



For every 10 points of damage inﬂicted on the marble statue (Hardness 8, HP 30) Gerda and her risen dead will lose a third of their hit points, dying instantly as soon as the statue breaks apart.



Clues: PCs who succeed on a DC 20 Knowledge (religion) check will identify the idol as Ollam-Onga and the relieved scenes from the history of ancient Gazal. If the PCs carefully search the room (Search DC 15) they will ﬁnd the footsteps of a large man on the ﬂoor. These belong to Ve and can be recognized as such with a successful DC 17 Wisdom check if the PCs ever see Ve’s footwear.



However, there are consequences of angering the diabolical god; every person who participated in the destruction of the statue will suffer a -1 luck penalty to all attack rolls, saves and skill checks for a week and may ﬁnd himself the target of the mad cultists of Ollam-Onga some day in the future. Also, since the only thing that kept the temple intact all these years was the idol’s power the hopelessly rotten building will shudder for 2 rounds, raining boulders and planks at the PCs (2d6 points of damage, Reﬂex save DC 13 negates) and then collapse completely, causing 6d6 points of damage to everyone still inside and burying him or her under the rubble.



B. Sacriﬁce Raw This barren room is empty but for six rusted but still powerful pairs of manacles that hang from the walls. The ﬂoor is covered in dark red powder. This is where the ancient masters of the temple kept sacriﬁce victims. Seeing that all was lost, six warriors from this ancient tribe locked themselves in this room in hopes of hiding from their Aesir enemies.



Development: Gerda is asleep during the day and prowls the woods by night in search of new victims. Her sleep is rather deep (-20 to Listen checks) but pitched combat in the shrine may wake her up and even the gentlest of scratches to Ollam-Onga’s idol wakes her immediately (or causes her to speed to the shrine if outside). Unlike her patron, Gerda is not wholly malevolent and will try to appeal to the PCs’ conscience before attacking them. She will tell them how her family was slaughtered by the Olthun clan and state that she has the moral right to seek vengeance. If asked about why she killed Nanna, she will reply that she has nothing to do with it. However, if the PCs seem determined to reveal her location to Hilgvar or harm her or Ollam-Onga’s
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However, since cowardice is deeply abhorrent to their unforgiving god, he made sure the door to this room remained tightly locked until all the warriors died from hunger and madness in the utter darkness of the sacriﬁce room. Not content with their terrible death, Ollam-Onga animated the corpses to serve him in death with the loyalty they lacked in life. Any risen dead not slain in the woods or the shrine will be here, lying on the ground in the same position they died all those centuries ago. Development: If any ﬁghting breaks out in the shrine, any remaining risen dead will ‘awake’ and join in to protect Gerda and Ollam-Onga’s image. Being mindless, they will ﬁght to the death or until ordered otherwise by Gerda. C. Priest Chamber This room was once the quarters of some scholar, with a wide comfortable bed, an extensive library and a working desk complete with ink and feathers. Time has taken its toll on it, however, and the bed is covered in dust and cobwebs, the books are hopelessly decayed and covered in greenish mold and the table is so rotten it is almost shapeless. A sharp contrast to this scene of negligence and desolation is a bright new parchment nailed to the wall. This used to be the room of the now-forgotten chieftain who originally brought the evil of OllamOnga to Nordheim. Presently, it is used by Gerda, who is so obsessed with her quest for vengeance that she doesn’t notice that she sleeps in a rotten and moldy bed, steps in a heel-high layer of ﬁlth or worships an abominable Kushite god.



Development: If the PCs enter this room during the night they will ﬁnd it empty and are free to explore it. During the day Gerda sleeps here, her sleep is very deep and she is unlikely to wake up unless the PCs make a terrible racket or touch her or Ollam-Onga’s statue. If the PCs attack Gerda she will try to bolt to the shrine where she (wrongfully) believes OllamOnga’s presence will aid her in her ﬁght. Under the bed there is a small passage that leads to what used to be the priest’s personal treasure chamber (Area D). Gerda is not aware of the passage. The parchment is written in Gerda’s own blood and reads as follows: Let every soul I take feed Ollam-Onga the great, master of old Gazal, and fuel my righteous vengeance! Let this blood, the last to ﬂow in my veins testify my willingness to serve he who grants dark vengeance! It is ﬁnished with a stylized wolf – drawn in the dark red of dried blood instead of the shining silver of the Isa clan. D. Treasury This small chamber seems very raw and obviously improvised by an unskilled mason. A small mound of shining gold and silver coins, decorative weapons, exotic jewelry and even a few gems glitters on the ﬂoor, despite the thick layer of dust and cobwebs that covers it. Strange fungi grow in the corners of the little room, partially eaten by small yellow maggots and strange insects. This small chamber is where the priest of OllamOnga kept his ill-gotten plunder, mostly gained by secretly stripping the bodies of his sacriﬁcial victims and stealing from his own men. Not trusting the secret location to protect his treasure from his greedy minions, the paranoiac priest brought a horrible



defender from the nightmarish jungles of Kush and through mystical taming has trained it to attack anyone but himself. The defender is, in fact, not a single creature but a large colony of carnivorous maggots that live among the coins and gems of the treasure. Until now, they have feasted on fungi and rats who wondered into the treasury but as soon as any living creature comes in contact with the gold they will slither and launch at him. (See the slithering death, on the next page.) Treasure: the large pile of treasure includes the following: * 2,347 silver coins * 127 gold coins (Kushite) * Set of Kushite decorative weapons (worth 800 silver pieces) * 5 rubies (worth 1,200 silver pieces) * Kushite gold and diamond necklace (worth 2,500 silver pieces)



Blood on the Snow: the Killing Game This part lists Gerda and Ve’s murders and other events that take place throughout the adventure. Actions taken by the PCs can alter, delay or even prevent some of these events. Other events occur if certain situations come to pass. Just like the area descriptions, each event is given a general description and then a list of clues the PCs can uncover by wisely investigating it. Both Gerda and Ve are too obsessed with their respective aims to simply lie
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Slithering Death Large Ooze Climate/Terrain: Any Organization: Solitary Initiative: –5 Senses: Listen –5, Spot –5, blindsight 60 ft. ––––––––––––– Dodge Defence: 4 (–1 size, –5 Dex) Hit Points: 45 hp (6 HD); DR – Saves: Fort +4, Ref –3, Will –3 ––––––––––––– Speed: 5 ft., climb 5 ft. Space: 10 ft. Reach: 5 ft. Melee: Slam +6 (2d4+4) Base Atk: +4; Grp: +10 Special Attacks: Feast, constrict 2d4+4, improved grab ––––––––––––– Special Qualities: Blindsight 60 ft., ooze traits, wormy Abilities: Str 17, Dex 1, Con 15, Int –, Wis 1, Cha 1 Feats: – Skills: Climb +11 Advancement: 7–9 HD (Large); 10–18 HD (Huge)



An abominable mass of moist pale worms slowly slithers on the ground with a disgusting wet sound. The slithering death is 1,000-pound colony of crawling and ravenous ﬂesh-eating worms. Unable to survive as individuals, these tiny horrors form a huge mindless abomination whose sight alone has driven many men mad.



A slithering death can grow to a diameter of about 10 feet and a thickness of about 6 inches, but can compress its ‘body’ to ﬁt into cracks as small as 1 inch wide.



However, because of the worms’ soft and fragile bodies, they take double damage from all energy attacks and automatically fail their saving throws against such effects.



Combat Constrict: A slithering death deals automatic slam and feast damage with a successful grapple check.



Skills: A slithering death has a +8 racial bonus on Climb checks and can always choose to take 10 on a Climb check, even if rushed or threatened.



Feast: Any creature made of ﬂesh that ends its turn in a spot occupied by a slithering death automatically take 1d4 point of cumulative damage for each turn it spent occupying that spot, for a maximum of 10d4 point of damage per round. Armored creatures reduce their armor or natural armor bonus from that damage. Being fully covered in thousands of ﬂesheating worms is a very traumatic experience and automatically sickens any creature with an intelligence higher than 3. Any spell or ability that grants fear immunity also wards of the sickness. Improved Grab: To use this ability, an slithering death must hit with its slam attack. It can then attempt to start a grapple as a free action without provoking an attack of opportunity. If it wins the grapple check, it establishes a hold and can constrict. Wormy: Being a large group of tiny worms rather than a single creature, slithering deaths are immune to piercing and slashing damage and only take half damage from bludgeoning damage.
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low until the PCs leave and the only thing that can put an end to their reign of terror are their deaths. If either of the murderers is caught in the act, they will attempt to ﬂee from the scene and hope to lose any pursuers by hiding their tracks. For determining when events take place assume the PCs and Hilgvar’s meeting to have taken place on day one, regardless of whether the PCs agree to investigate the murders or not. 1. Gerda Murders Eric Olthun (Night 2) A young and well developed man lies spread-eagled in the snow, still staring angrily at the crescent moon. His stomach is torn open and his icy guts protrude from it like crimson and purple snake, grotesquely frozen in process of crawling out. His dead hand still clutches a battleaxe, a shiny new one that appears to have never seen real combat. This young man is Eric, Hilgvar’s young brother, who decided to gain some fame by hunting and killing the silver wolf that slew four of his kinsfolk. Naturally, the inexperienced and young warrior was no match to Gerda’s supernatural speed and power. As soon as Hilgvar will see his brother’s corpse he will go into a berserker rage and it will take six strong men to restrain him. Clues: PCs who succeed on a DC 20 Search check will notice barefoot human tracks in the snow and can try to follow them, although the heavy snowing and the near-total darkness will make it a formidable quest. If the PCs manage to follow the tracks for a mile they will encounter two risen dead sent by Gerda to frustrate any potential pursuit. Following the risen dead is



useless because they spent last night far from the temple. Unless the PCs happen to be outside during the night, the body will only be discovered in the morning by a thrall lumberjack named Sof, by which point the snow will have eradicated any tracks completely. 2. Ve Murders Olaﬁna (Night 3) An unnaturally pale, yellow-haired woman lies dead in the snow, naked save for a bloody loincloth and a single badly used boot on her left foot. Her wrists and feet are nailed to the ground with nine-inch-long nails and a strange sigil is carved on her chest and abdomen, so deeply that shards of her ribs stick from some of the cuts. The woman is Olﬁna, a fresh widow who supports her family by hunting in the woods. In order to murder her as quietly as possible, Ve seduced her into the woods for a nocturnal tryst that ended with her brutal ritual murder. The symbol carved on her body is the mark of OllamOnga [DC 20 Knowledge (Religion) to recognize]. A successful DC 10 Gather Information check will reveal that the woman was rumoured to be Ve’s lover (true), although the priest will strongly deny that. If the PCs interview Ve in his igloo – something he will try to prevent, preferring instead to come outside – they will notice Olﬁna’s other boot lying by his bed (Wisdom DC 15 to recognize). If questioned about the boot, Ve’s reply will be a sudden and savage attack. Knowing that he has nothing to lose, he will ﬁght to the death. 2. Ve’s Preaching (Day 4) You spot a large gathering of Ansuz men around Ve, the village priest and Hilgvar’s elder brother. Standing



almost a head above any other warrior in the village and boasting a powerful and low voice, Ve is both an imposing and charismatic ﬁgure. However, it seems that the people don’t like what he says because most replies he receives range from angry booing to violent threats. After both his ritual murders failed to evoke any kind of response from Ollam-Onga, Ve decided to try a more cunning approach to attracting the murderous deity’s attention. Under the pretence of appeasing Ymir, he will try to convince the people of Ansuz that some major sacriﬁce is needed to appease the demanding frost giant, preferably those newcomers who ‘keep snifﬁng around all the time, thinking they’re better than us…’ At ﬁrst, the reactions he receives are angry and skeptical because human sacriﬁce is extreme even for the hard men of Asgard. But with every unsolved murder the people become more and more desperate until, after three more Aesir are slain, they are willing to follow the priest’s treacherous advice… See Concluding the Adventure below for more details on the manhunt for the PCs and the sacriﬁce ritual that follows if they’re caught. 3. Gerda assaults Norha (Night 4) A young dark-haired woman bursts into the hall and falls sobbing to the ground. Her meager clothes are torn and bloodstained, exposing dark ﬂesh covered with deep and jagged cuts and what appears to be the bites of some vicious animal. ‘Help me,’ she whimpers with a heavy Pictish accent before passing out from pain and blood-loss.
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Norha is a Pictish thrall in the service of the Olthun clan who had the misfortune of going to gather some ﬁrewood wearing her mistress’ robe. Thinking her to be a member of the Olthun clan, Gerda quickly attacked, realizing her mistake only when the girl already lay severely wounded at her feet. Gerda ﬂed in shame, leaving Norha to crawl dying through the snow back to her master with her last remaining strength. When she ﬁrst enters the home she is at -4 hp and bleeds severely. Unless the PCs manage to staunch her bleeding (Heal DC 15) within 6 round she dies without ever waking up. After she comes to her senses she tells the following tale: ‘I went to bring some ﬁrewood for the hearth. Because the night was so cold my mistress gave me her warm robe to wear over my clothes. Anyway, suddenly, out of nowhere a little girl wearing only a thin gown comes running my way. Before I have time to ask her who she is, she jumps on my like a wild beast, clawing and biting like a mad ape. Suddenly, she stops and looks in my face and I look back at her and she has fangs and nails like some demon. I was sure that she was going to ﬁnish me then but she just mumbles ‘You’re not Hilgvar’s wife?’ I don’t remember what I said but it must have been the right thing because she just stood up and left. Thanks again for saving my life.’ If the PCs are not at Hilgvar’s home when this event takes place, no one is able to save the dying thrall and she dies without ever uttering a word. However, successful DC 15 Heal check on her corpse will reveal her attacker to be human-shaped rather than bestial and a careful examination of her body



(Search DC 20) will reveal some threads of long, black hair tightly clutched in her mortiﬁed hand. 4. Gerda murders Hilgvar (Night 5) Hilgvar sits on his throne broodingly, staring into nothingness with a disturbingly glazed stare. He doesn’t seem to breathe. A narrow stream of dried blood, almost invisible at ﬁrst glance, can be traced from a small gash in his throat, across his chain shirt and dark breeches and ending in a small crimson puddle under his feet. His dead hand clutches a small piece of crumpled parchment with something hastily scribbled on it. Hilgvar has the habit of falling asleep on his throne. Usually the only damage from it is an annoying backache in the morning and the occasional ﬁght with his wife, but tonight it proved to be his undoing. Creeping into the Great Hall as silently as a cat, Gerda approached the sleeping and defenseless jarl, her arch-enemy, and bit through his jugular vein, bleeding him out within minutes. A successful DC 15 Heal check will reveal the biter to be human and quite small. The parchment in his dead hand reads as follows: ‘I am Hilgvar of Olthun, I can bravely kill sleeping babies (but only with all my bodyguards with me), little girls are a little too much for me and when I see a maiden I quickly retreat. I like to stick steel into little girls, but tonight a little girl stuck her teeth into me. Now I am going to Valhalla to serve mead and entertain real warriors. Ah… and thank Gerda Isa for ridding Ansuz of me, even I was beginning to get annoyed with my drunken, stinking, useless presence.’ If anyone thinks to check, the handwriting is not Hilgvar’s. It is Gerda’s, which no one in the village will be able to recognise.



5. All Hail King Ve! (Day 6) Hilgvar’s death drives the people of Ansuz mad with vengeance lust and makes Ve the ofﬁcial and actual leader of the warlike tribe. His advice of sacriﬁcing the PCs to ‘Ymir’, ridiculed and laughed at just a few days ago, becomes the law. Suddenly, the PCs ﬁnd themselves hunted by the very people who sought their help and were so friendly to them just a day ago. A large mob of Ansuz warriors will hunt for the PCs and none will be willing to grant them food or shelter. Unless the PCs quickly escape the town (the people of Ansuz are not quite as bloodthirsty as their leader and will be satisﬁed by driving the PCs from their land) they will be caught, stripped of their equipment and carried to ‘Ymir’s abandoned temple’ (the Temple of Tears) where they will be sacriﬁced before Ollam-Onga’s idol (‘Ymir’s true form’). However, since the sacriﬁce must be performed during midnight and the PCs are more likely to be caught during the day, they still have a chance to escape from their conﬁnement in area 11B (possibly even with Gerda’s help, in return for helping her ‘rid the town of the Olthun pestilence’).



Concluding the Adventure It is possible that the PCs will dispatch one of the killers and assume that he is the only one. If the PCs killed Gerda but did not discover Ve’s part in the murders then no more random murders will occur until event 2 (see above). The next day Ve convinces Hilgvar that the PCs are the murders and event 5 (see above) occurs.
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On the other hand, if Ve is dead and Gerda is still at large, she will proceed with her murderous quest, cautiously choosing members of the Olthun clan until all are dead. If Gerda ﬁnds out that it was the PCs who killed Ve, she may even approach them one night and tell them her story, hoping that they will aid her ‘righteous quest for justice’. In any case, as soon as Gerda slays the last adult Olthun (she doesn’t harm children) she discovers that there is more to her condition than she thought. In order to keep her new unholy vitality she must continue to kill others in Ollam-Onga’s name. Although she tries to resist the urge and just die, the pain of her failing body drives her to start hunting and slaying innocents on a sporadic basis. If she has made allies, or even friends, of the PCs she will ask them to kill her before she becomes a monster even worse than Hilgvar. Since ‘The Temple of Tears’ has very few battles and the main challenge is uncovering the murderers’ motives and identities, the PCs’ chief source of XP in this adventure is the quality of their investigation and how early they manage to stop the killings. The following table lists the group XP awards the PCs should receive for the aforementioned actions: Action Fully exploring and uncovering all hidden clues in a location. Preventing a murder. Destroying Ollam-Onga’s idol Uncovering Gerda Uncovering Ve



The PCs should also be rewarded for other actions not listed in the table such as good role-playing, locating and questioning relevant witnesses, saving lives, gathering rumors and uncovering secrets from the past.



Dramatis Personae Hilgvar Olthun 5th level Nordheimr barbarian Initiative: +1 Senses: Listen +7, Spot +7 ––––––––––––– Dodge Defence: 14; 17 vs. ranged Parry Defence: 17 Hit Points: 45 hp (5 HD); DR 9 Saves: Fort +7, Ref +5, Will +1 ––––––––––––– Speed: 30 ft. Melee: Broad sword +8 (1d10+4) Base Atk: +5; Grp: +8 ––––––––––––– Special Qualities: Nordheimer qualities, track, fearless, versatility (-2 penalty), bite sword, crimson mist, trap sense +1, endurance, uncanny dodge, mobility Abilities: Str 16, Dex 12, Con 16, Int 8, Wis 10, Cha 12



Feats: Fighting Madness, Power Attack, Improved Bull Rush Skills: Hide -6, Intimidate +9, Listen +7, Move Silently -6, Survival +1, Spot +7 Possessions: Broad sword, targe, mail shirt and breastplate, great helm, jarl’s crown Hilgvar Olthun is the jarl of Ansuz. He is brave and loyal to his clan and village but not particularly intelligent and far too ready to use violence, even by the low standards of the warlike Aesir. When calm, however, he is a rather pleasant man to be around; full of interesting tales and amusing anecdotes and always happy to share a meal. Unfortunately, Hilgvar is very easy to offend and his easygoing mood turns to murderous rage in a matter of seconds, usually catching the unsuspecting offender completely unprepared. The young jarl is extremely popular among the warriors of Ansuz and he enjoys almost absolute obedience from his people, a rare occurrence indeed among the savage and unruly Aesir.



XP Award 300 xp per crime scene. 900 xp per murder prevented. 900 xp 900 xp –200 xp for every person murdered by her since the start of the adventure. 1200 xp –200 xp for every person murdered by him since the start of the adventure.
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VE Olthun 3rd level Nordheimr barbarian / 4th level scholar Initiative: –1 Senses: Listen +2, Spot +2 ––––––––––––– Dodge Defence: 13 Parry Defence: 15 Hit Points: 45 hp (7 HD); DR 10 Saves: Fort +7, Ref +3, Will +7 ––––––––––––– Speed: 25 ft. Melee: Bardiche +9 (2d10+4) Base Atk: +6; Grp: +8 Magic Atk: +1 (+3 with Curses) Spells: Curses – lesser ill-fortune, ill-fortune Power Points: 6 (max 12) ––––––––––––– Special Qualities: Nordheimer qualities, track, fearless, versatility (-2 penalty), bite sword, crimson mist, trap sense +1, endurance, knowledge is power, lay priest background Abilities: Str 16, Dex 9, Con 15, Int 13, Wis 14, Cha 9 Feats: Cleave, Hexer, Power Attack, Priest Skills: Bluff +9, Concentration +12, Intimidate +9, Knowledge (arcana) +11, Knowledge (religion) +11, Profession (Priest) +8 , Sense Motive +12 Possessions: Bardiche, mail shirt and scale hauberk, great helm, necklace of ears Ve is Hilgvar’s older brother and the two look remarkably similar, although Ve is slightly slimmer and about an inch taller. However, the two boast completely different personalities; whereas Hilgvar is hearty, forthcoming and reckless; Ve is cold, hostile and extremely calculating. He rarely socializes with his followers in



Ansuz and when he does it is to demand a tribute for Ymir or to prophesize some sort of a terrible disaster that will befall the village if it doesn’t seize its wicked ways. ‘Just like the great priests of yore,’ Ve never removes his armor, which causes him to suffer from eternal back pains that in turn cause him to be even more gloomy and unfriendly. Lately, however, Ve became obsessed with becoming a servant of Ollam-Onga and gaining the dark deity’s blessing in return for his worship. With each failure to attract Ollam-Onga’s attention, his frustration grows and he becomes even colder and more alienated than he was before. Still, the people of Ansuz consider Ve a holy man and attribute his hostility and strangeness to his sacred burden rather than to power-lust and madness. Note: Neither of Ve’s spells require somatic components, so he can cast them freely while wearing armour. Gerda Isa 4th level Nordheimr vampire thief Initiative: +7 Senses: Listen +19, Spot +19, darkvision 60 ft. ––––––––––––– Dodge Defence: 17 Parry Defence: 14 Hit Points: 26 hp (4 HD); DR 6 Saves: Fort +1, Ref +9, Will +2 ––––––––––––– Speed: 40 ft. Melee: Slam +7 ﬁnesse (1d8+2) Base Atk: +3; Grp: +5 Special Attacks: blood drain, children of the night, dominate, sneak attack +2d6/+2d8, sneak attack style (slam) –––––––––––––



Special Qualities: cold immunity, fast healing 5, trap disarming, trap sense +1 Abilities: Str 14, Dex 16, Con –, Int 11, Wis 13, Cha 18 Feats: Alertness, Combat Reﬂexes, Dodge, Eyes of the Cat, Fleet-Footed, Improved Initiative, LightFooted, Lightning Reﬂexes, Weapon Focus (Slam) Skills: Bluff +19, Diplomacy +11, Hide +22, Knowledge (Local) +3, Knowledge (Arcana) +2, Listen +19, Move Silently +22, Search +8, Sense Motive +16, Survival +4, Spot +19 Possessions: tattered and bloodstained nightgown Gerda is a handsome girl with black hair and blue eyes, very rare features among the golden-haired Aesir. At the time, these features caused everyone to doubt the ﬁdelity of her mother. Her slim and fragilelooking body, innocent expression and sad but calm stare, hide great power and terrible, unfathomable hatred towards the people who murdered her family and forced her to make this awful pact with OllamOnga. When ﬁghting, her likeness changes to that of the most ferocious beast, and her pale skin quickly becomes red with the blood and guts of her unsuspecting victims. Although extremely bitter and hateful, Gerda can be very civil and diplomatic when dealing with non-Olthuns, especially if believing that they can aid her destroy the Olthun clan.
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Rumours It is highly probable that the PCs will ask the inhabitants of Ansuz what they think is the cause of the murders or had they noticed anything suspicious lately. Here are some of the answers they are likely to get (along with a hearty invitation for dinner and a mostly-made-up tale of heroism and plunder): 1d10 1 2 3 4



5 6 7 8 9 10



Rumor People disappear because a god who once ruled the area has not been appeased for a very long time. (Sort of true, but only by accident.) There is an evil cult of degenerated Cimmerians in the woods that performs the killings for ritualistic reasons. (False) More than a decade ago, the Olthun clan slaughtered the entire Isa clan for refusing to serve under it. Could the killer be a ghost of an Isa elder? (Partially True) In midnight, you can hear female weeping among the death shields. Some say it’s the Frost Giant’s Daughter lamenting an Ansuz hero, others believe it to be the ghost of a woman who died unavenged. (False) Sometimes, a beautiful young girl with raven hair is seen wandering the forest. Some even claim to have seen her tracks but were unable to follow her due to the weather. (True) Maybe someone from the Isa clan survived and is now leading a vendetta against his family’s murderers… but where can he hide? (True) There are more and more wolf tracks around the town each night. Perhaps one of us is a werewolf cunningly masking his evil… (False) There is a legend of a silver wolf sent by Ymir to punish irreverent Aesir who fail to properly appease him. A good sacriﬁce should set things straight… (False) Wulfhere Kaunan is not as innocent as he seems… (False) A thrall boy ran into the woods some seven winters ago, what if the wolves raised him and taught him how to kill? (False)
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